
 

 

Your wedding Proposal & Accommodation in Dana Villas 
 

2016 Season 
............................................................................................................................................................................ 

  

Dear Guest, 
Thank you for your interest in Dana Villas for your wedding proposal in Santorini 

We have created for you a unique accommodation and proposal package in order to offer you an exclusive, relaxing 
and unforgettable stay in Dana Villas for 3 days during which you will have your wedding proposal on our venue. 
Our Proposal and accommodation packages are accompanied by many inclusions to make this very special time on 

our beautiful island even more unforgettable. 
 
 

Our Infinity Suite Proposal experience. 
 

A few words about our Infinity Suite 
Our Infinity suite is the largest suite in Dana Villas created for couples seeking the most amazing and romantic experience for their wedding 

in Santorini. Over 125sqm the infinity suite offers two pools each heated and with a Jacuzzi the room has been named after the outdoor 
infinity pool that is position towards the volcano island offering amazing views from within the pool with the pool infinity edge 

overflowing directly below the view of the volcanic island. However the infinity suite inside behind every corner has more surprises as the 
room unfolds while walking through with a different part appearing after every turn with the largest surprise being the cave bathroom with a 

23sq.m heated indoor pool with a Jacuzzi and massage waterfall at the end.  
 

The interior pool features also 8 programs for lighting effects and is in an open plan style with bathroom. The bathroom itself offers a 
steam hammam and double shower room with 2 led rain showers and built in wall water jets systems. The bathroom is soundproofed with a 

hi-fi system, docking station.  
 

The balcony area's infinity pool is accessible from inside the room through a window-door entrance and the pool has to the back in a cave 
style private part the Jacuzzi offering maximum privacy and shade from the sun. The exterior room also features a lounge where you can 
enjoy breakfast or dinner on the privacy and shade of your own balcony and for sun lounging there is a double sun bed at the edge of the 

balcony. 
  

The room itself offers all modern facilities and amenities with smart Led TVs, your own Wi-fi network. Smart lighting and carefully chosen 
art to match the Cycladic simplicity of this large cave style room. 

 
A suite perfect for couples that have their minds focused on quietness, relaxation, maximum privacy and all that the infinity suite has to 

offer. 

 



Our Infinity Suite Proposal Package includes 
 

Our Wedding proposal Package (please see additional information file for details) 

   
 

Our Infinity suite for a minimum stay of 3 nights 
 

Arrival and Departure VIP transfers with complimentary refreshments 
 

A Moet & Chandon Champagne upon arrival in your room accompanied by fresh strawberries and chocolate sauce. 
 

Breakfast to your room or balcony daily (from 07.30 to 10.30) 
 

A couple’s massage session on the day and time of your choice  
 

Floral and candle decoration of the honeymoon Villa on the night of your proposal 
 

A candlelit dinner on the privacy of your balcony on the date and time of your choice 
(Choices from our ala carte restaurant menu) 

Various types of Breads and dips 
2 starters (appetizers) 

1 Salad 
2 main courses 

2 deserts 
A 750 ml bottle of white or red Santorini wine or a French Sparkling Wine Veuve du Vernay 

(Fish options from the ala carte menu are at an additional cost) 

 

Infinity Suite Wedding Proposal Package  
01-30/Apr  &  15-31/Oct  €3800,00 
01-31/May  &  01-15/OCT        €4100,00 
01/June – 30/Sep   €4300,00 

* includes all mentioned services, Vat. Taxes, local taxes and service tax 
*Additional nights added to your 3 nights stay will be at a discounted rate of €700 per night  

* Deposit of 50% or the total package value is required in order to secure the above services.  
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